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12:00:20      The Art Of Felt Making                                                                      (?) ?
                    “Dedicated By The Albany Felt Company To The Pulp And                     [sound]
                    Paper Industry Of America”  [The William J. Ganz Company]                  [also on 1N01
                    (Lowell Thomas - narrator)                                                                      02:14:05-02:45:31]
12:00:54      sheep in pasture                                                                                        [also see 1T14
12:01:14      man shearing fleece from sheep                                                                 22:00:14-23:00:17]
12:01:59      fleece being bundled up                                                                             [also see 1T15
12:02:02      fleece being inspected                                                                                23:00:12-23:50:50]
12:02:29      Albany Felt Company building inside gate with U.S. flag flying
                    out front
12:02:41      PAN across exterior of plant with many windows
12:03:03      swans on lake outside plant
12:03:10      bundles of fleece being hoisted from truck to top of building
12:03:18      workers sorting fleece
12:05:01      machines in cleaning room
12:06:12      samples of cleaning solution being taken by chemist for analysis
12:08:06      wool in drying machine
12:08:37      wool in storage room
12:10:08      many machines converting wool into yarn
12:10:25      machine recording temperature and humidity
12:11:34      sample being weighted
12:12:10      spinning room
12:13:37      sample of yarn being tested for strength
12:15:59      yarn being re-wound
12:16:25      yarn being transferred to spools
12:18:22      men making loom ready for weaving
12:20:15      hand joining of felts by women
12:21:39      women inspecting felts
12:22:17      pulling process
12:23:49      washing of felt
12:24:41      drying of felt
12:26:56      felt being measured
12:28:19      men working in laboratory
12:30:17      felt being wrapped for shipment
12:31:03      addresses of paper making companies using Albany Felt Company felts
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12:32:01      similar footage of felt manufacturing as above                                     (?) ?
12:34:38      people sitting around table in meeting with “The United Way”                  [silent]
                    poster on wall
12:35:30      people entering large house
12:35:44      man and boy in boat on pond in front of plant
12:35:57      sign: “Christmas In January - Food For Children - Employee
                    Sponsored” - children including African-American boy and girl
                    eating with employees
12:36:57      nurses in class
12:37:52      patient in bed with nurse at hospital
12:38:13      man teaching large class
12:38:41      footage (with intertitles) of felt manufacturing similar to above
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